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Abstract. At Financial Crypto 2006, Golle presented a novel framework for
the privacy preserving computation of a stable matching (stable marriage). We
show that the communication complexity of Golle’s main protocol is substantially
greater than what was claimed in that paper, in part due to surprising pathological behavior of Golle’s variant of the Gale-Shapley stable matching algorithm.
We also develop new protocols in Golle’s basic framework with greatly reduced
communication complexity.
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Introduction

Efficient stable matching (stable marriage) algorithms are used in a wide variety
of practical settings, including the well-known example of matching U. S. medical school graduates to hospitals, for their residencies. Gusfield and Irving [14]
have written a good overview of stable matching algorithms.
Golle [12] argues persuasively that efficient privacy-preserving protocols
for stable matching could have great practical benefit. In fact, Golle goes on
to develop just such a protocol. We find the basic framework of his approach
to be quite appealing, and worthy of further examination. In his framework,
some number of honest-but-curious “matching authorities” (MAs) receive encrypted preference lists from the participants, and then execute a variant of the
classic Gale-Shapley algorithm that has been specially tuned for concealment.
The main cryptographic tools in Golle’s protocol are threshold homomorphic
encryption and re-encryption mixnets.
Our first contribution is to show that Golle’s protocol has substantially greater
communication complexity than what was reported in the original paper. For
example, the total communication is O(tn5 ) ciphertexts instead of O(n3 ) ciphertexts as reported (where the number of matching authorities is t, and the
?
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number of participants is O(n)). This is due in part to a surprising anomaly
in Golle’s variant of the Gale-Shapley algorithm that requires it to run for more
rounds than Golle’s analysis suggests (quadratic rather than linear in the number
of participants).
Our second contribution is to design new privacy preserving protocols in
Golle’s basic framework with reduced communication complexity (under similar cryptographic assumptions). Our protocol in Section 4.2 has improved communication complexity when there are an arbitrary number t of matching authorities. Our protocol in Section 5 reduces the communication complexity even
further when there are exactly two matching authorities. One way we achieve
our improved efficiency is by designing our own variant of Gale-Shapley that
is “tuned for concealment” but with better convergence properties than Golle’s
variant. The following table summarizes the efficiency of these new protocols
and our new analysis of Golle’s protocol.
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The organization of the rest of the paper is as follows. Preliminary notions
(models, definitions, primitives) are given in Section 2. In Section 3, we discuss
the Gale-Shapley stable matching algorithm, with a careful analysis of Golle’s
variant and our new variant. In Section 4, we present and analyze Golle’s protocol and our protocol for the case with multiple matching authorities. In Section 5, we describe a protocol for the case of just two matching authorities.
Conclusions are presented in Section 6.
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2.1

Preliminaries
The Stable Marriage Problem

We consider the formulation of the stable matching problem with complete preference lists (every man ranks every woman, and vice-versa) and one-to-one
matchings. Due to its simplicity, and the fact that other variants of the stable
matching problem can be reduced to this formulation, it is a particularly attractive version with which to work. The problem is as follows. Consider two sets,
one of n men and one of n women. Every man ranks the n women, and every
woman ranks the n men. A matching, or marriage, is a bijection between the
sets. A matching is stable if there is no unmatched man and woman who rank

each other higher than their own spouses. The stable marriage problem is, given
the preference lists of n men and n women, to find a stable marriage (there is
always one, and there may be several). In Section 3, we discuss algorithms for
the stable marriage problem.
2.2

Models and Definitions

We adopt the same network model as Golle [12]. At the start of the protocol,
each player sends a single encrypted message (derived from his or her preferences) to two or more matching authorities (MA’s). These matching authorities
execute a synchronous protocol among themselves to compute the stable matching.
For simplicity (and fairness of comparison), our security model is the same
as that considered by Golle [12]. Specifically, we consider a passive adversary,
meaning an adversary with passive control over any of the players (men and
women) and passive control over all but one of the matching authorities. More
precisely, our security guarantees hold for any adversary in the intersection of
the adversarial models of the primitives we use. Our guarantees are in relation
to the following security notion, due to Golle [12]: a protocol is a private stable
matching protocol if it outputs a stable match and reveals no other information
to a passive adversary than what she can learn from the matching and from the
preferences of the participants she controls.
In all our constructions, we compose protocols that are private with respect
to passive adversaries, and make use of composition theorems that guarantee
security under composition. These theorems enable us to claim our protocols
private against a passive adversary as long as our subprotocols are private. Please
see [3, 10] for more details.
Encryption. Unless otherwise stated, we let E denote the encryption function
for a threshold public-key encryption scheme that is additively homomorphic,
such as a threshold version [7, 6] of the Paillier encryption scheme [23]. The
matching authorities are the joint holders of the decryption key, such that only a
quorum of all parties can decrypt.
Notation. We use the following asymptotic notation: o(f ) denotes that the
asymptotic upper bound f is not tight; Ω(f ) denotes that the asymptotic lower
e ) denotes the asymptotic upper bound O(f ), ignoring
bound f is tight; and O(f
polylog(f ) factors. We denote the XOR operation between two equal-length bit
strings a, b by a ⊕ b. In Section 2.3 below, unless otherwise noted, “poly-log
complexity” is in reference to the security parameter for each primitive.

2.3

Primitives

Re-encryption Mix Network. In our application, when we say the authorities
mix some (Paillier) ciphertexts, we mean the authorities run a re-encryption mix
network [22, 15], permuting the ciphertexts according to a secret permutation
known to none of the individual authorities. Since we consider a passive adversary, n ciphertexts can be mixed by t mixing authorities in constant round
and O(n) time, taking advantage of parallel mixing techniques [13]. The total
communication complexity of the parallel mixnet is, like a serial mixnet, O(tn)
ciphertexts.
Private Oblivious Equality Test. Let E(m1 ), E(m2 ) be two Paillier ciphertexts. Define EQTEST(E(m1 ), E(m2 )) = b where b = 1 if m1 = m2 and
b = 0 otherwise. EQTEST is a (chooser private) oblivious test of plaintext
equality [16, 20] if it reveals the output to the joint holders of the decryption
keys, without revealing any other information to any other parties.
MPC Private Equality Test. Let E(m1 ), E(m2 ) be two Paillier ciphertexts.
Define EEQTEST(E(m1 ), E(m2 )) = E(b) where b = 1 if m1 = m2 and
b = 0 otherwise. EEQTEST is the secure multiparty computation of the equality test if our parties learn the output E(b), but no additional information about
the plaintexts m1 , m2 . [4, 17] both give constant-round protocols with polylog communication complexity for computing this function, either of which are
adaptable to our setting (i.e., threshold, additively homomorphic ciphertexts).
Private Oblivious Value Comparison. Let E(m1 ), E(m2 ) be two Paillier ciphertexts. Define COMPARE(E(m1 ), E(m2 )) = b where b = 1 if m1 < m2
and b = 0 otherwise. For our purposes, we have 0 ≤ m1 , m2 ≤ n. Golle instantiates this primitive by preparing n − 1 ciphertexts, D1 , . . . , Dn−1 where
Di = E(m1 − m2 − i); mixing these n ciphertexts; and finally running n parallel instances of EQTEST(Ei , E(0)). If m1 < m2 then, for some 0 < i ≤ n,
one of these instances returns 1. Otherwise, all instances return 0.
MPC Private Value Comparison. Let E(m1 ), E(m2 ) be two Paillier ciphertexts. Define ECOMPARE(E(m1 ), E(m2 )) = E(b) where b = 1 if m1 < m2
and b = 0 otherwise. ECOMPARE is the secure multiparty computation of the
less-than function if our parties learn the output E(b), but no additional information about the plaintexts m1 , m2 . [17, 5] both give constant-round protocols
with poly-log communication complexity for computing this function, either of
which are adaptable to our setting.

Private Reduction of a Secret Modulo a Public Integer. Let E(a) be a Paillier
ciphertext, and q be an integer. Define MOD(E(a), q) = E(a mod q). MOD is
the secure multiparty computation of the modular function if our parties learn
the output, but no additional information about the plaintext integer a. [1, 17]
both give protocols with poly-log communication complexity for computing this
function, either of which are adaptable to our setting. The former has a poly-log
round complexity, the latter is constant-round.
SPIR with sublinear communication complexity. Let δ be a database with
N elements, indexed {0, . . . , N − 1}. Let SPIRδm (b1 , . . . , b` ) represent Stern’s
symmetric private information retrieval protocol [24]. As in any PIR protocol, a
chooser holds a secret index i and, at the end of the protocol, the chooser learns
the element of the database at index i, while the database learns nothing about
which index was accessed. Additionally, the chooser learns nothing about any
of the other database elements (thus, symmetry). In SPIRδm , the index i is encoded following a standard trick, due to Kushilevitz and Ostrovsky [18]. The
database is imagined as a series of m sized buckets (the first m entries in the
first bucket, and so on). If element i is the jth element in one of these buckets,
then b1,j = E(1) and bi,k = E(0) for all k 6= j. Define b1 = (b1,1 , . . . , b1,m ).
We recurse, imagining the collection of former buckets as, themselves, a series
of m sized buckets. The output of the protocol must be decrypted by the
√chooser
1/` and ` = O( log N ),
` times, to recover the element at index i. With m = N √
the protocol has total computational
complexity O(N log N ) and total com√
O( log N )
munication complexity 2
. Since we consider passive adversaries, we
do not include Stern’s interactive zero-knowledge proofs showing the indices
are well-formed as a part of SPIRδm .
Private table read/write protocols. Initially, party A holds iA and LA [1...n],
and party B holds iB and LB [1...n]. In other words, parties share the index
i = iA ⊕ iB , and the array L such that L[j] = LA [j] ⊕ LB [j] for 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
For our applications, we assume that the indices and elements of the array are kbit integers, for some k. Naor and Nissim [21] design protocols for both reading
and writing to the table in this setting, requiring O(polylog(n)) communication.
Their protocols use an oblivious transfer protocol as their main building block.
The read protocol returns R ⊕ L[i] to A and R to B, where R is a random k-bit
integer. In the oblivious write protocol (writing a shared value v), each party
will obtain new shares of L such that L[i] = v.
Yao’s garbled circuit protocol. Yao’s garbled circuit protocol [25] is the first
general purpose secure two-party protocol. In this protocol, parties compute a

functionality using the circuit for that functionality. Please see [19] for a detailed
description of Yao’s protocol. The protocol runs in a constant number of rounds,
and has a communication and computation complexity that is linear in the size
of the circuit. We use Yao’s garbled circuit to design portions of our protocols.
Therefore, we sometimes need to switch from a different setting to Yao’s garbled
circuit setting, and back to the original one. Specifically, in Section 5, we need
to switch to Yao’s garbled setting from a setting where inputs are shared using
XOR sharing, and have the parties share the final output of the circuit using
an XOR sharing. This can be done by adding small additional circuitry to the
original circuit. This additional circuitry will not affect the complexity of the
circuit size or the protocol.

3

Stable Marriage Algorithms

In this section, we will first briefly describe the Gale-Shapley algorithm, and
then take a closer look at Golle’s variant of Gale-Shapley. We explain why the
complexity of this variant is a factor of n more than what was claimed in [12].
Finally, we design our own variant of the Gale-Shapley algorithm, in which
we avoid the factor of n increase in the complexity while preserving the useful
properties we need for a secure implementation. This new variant is what we use
in Sections 4 and 5 to design more efficient private stable matching protocols.
3.1

The Gale-Shapley algorithm

We review the well-known algorithm of Gale and Shapley [9], not only because
of its general importance but because the private stable matching protocols presented later are, in fact, simulations of variants of the Gale-Shapley algorithm.
The Gale-Shapley algorithm considers a series of proposals made by men,
round-by-round. Whenever a proposal is accepted, the couple is considered engaged. If a man is not engaged, he is considered free. The algorithm proceeds as
follows. If there are any free men, select one at random (call him A). A proposes
to the woman he ranks highest among those to whom he has not yet proposed
(call her B). If B is free, she accepts and the pair are considered engaged. If
B is engaged to some A0 and she ranks A0 ahead of A, then B and A0 remain
engaged and A remains free. If B is engaged to A0 and she ranks A0 below A,
then B and A become engaged and A0 becomes free.
After O(n2 ) proposals, all participants will be engaged and we will have
found a stable marriage. In fact, the marriage we find is men-optimal. Due
to symmetry, it is clear we could run the algorithm to find a marriage that is
women-optimal. For more on the Gale-Shapley algorithm, the interested reader

is referred to the treatment of the subject by Gusfield and Irving [14]. One important note, however, is that by observing the proposals, acceptances, and rejections round-by-round, one can (for some problem instances) reconstruct the
entire preference lists of all participants.
3.2

Golle’s variant of Gale-Shapley

In this section we describe Golle’s variant of the classic Gale-Shapley algorithm, explain its suitability for implementation as a private stable matching
protocol, and present our new complexity analysis. Consider Gale-Shapley’s algorithm where there are n real women B1 , . . . , Bn , and n real men A1 , . . . , An .
In Golle’s variant, n “fake” men, An+1 , . . . , A2n are introduced (no fake women
are defined). The preferences of fake men are not important, and can be chosen
arbitrarily. The preferences of women need to be augmented to account for the
fake men introduced. It is only important that each woman ranks the fake men
lower than any real ones.
In what follows, let Fk and Ek denote the sets of free and engaged men in
round k of the algorithm, respectively. Initially, all the real men are free and
all the fake men are engaged (in an arbitrary way). The algorithm proceeds as
follows:
For k = 1 to R:
While Fk is non-empty:
- Randomly select a man A from Fk .
- A proposes to woman B, the woman he ranks highest among
the women to whom he has never proposed before.
- Note that woman B is always already engaged to some man, A0 .
This is resolved in the following manner.
* If B ranks A higher than A0 , she breaks her engagement to
A0 and becomes engaged to A. Man A is removed from set
Fk and added to Ek , whereas man A0 is removed from Ek
and added to Fk+1 .
* If B ranks A behind A0 , she stays engaged to A0 . Man A is
removed from set Fk and added to set Fk+1 .
- When Fk is empty, let Ek+1 = Ek .
Note that the above algorithm has some nice properties for designing a secure stable matching protocol. For instance, all n women are always engaged
to some man. During round k, the number of engaged men is always |Ek | = n.
Every time a new proposal is made, the cardinality of Fk decreases by one, the
cardinality of Fk+1 increases by one and the cardinality of Ek is unchanged.

The algorithm, ends after R iterations. In [12], it is claimed that R = n is
enough to reach a stable matching. We observe that this is not the case, and for
some inputs, Ω(n2 ) iterations are necessary to achieve a stable matching. This
implies that proposition 1, as stated in [12], is incorrect. A problem instance
explored in Gusfield and Irving [14, pg15] is one such counterexample, and is
presented in Appendix A.
The intuition behind this inefficiency is that, for some inputs, there may be
many rounds where most of the proposals are made by fake men. Such proposals do not help the real men move forward in their preference lists, and hence
do not help them reach a stable matching. This observation implies a factor of
n increase in Golle’s algorithm, and the same increase in the communication
complexity of his privacy preserving stable matching protocol.
Claim. The algorithm of Section 3.2 (with R = n2 ) produces a stable matching
among the n men and n women. That is, the algorithm is correct. This claim
replaces Proposition 1 of [12].
Proof. After n2 −n+1 proposals from real men, we will have a stable marriage
(from the same counting argument used to show the correctness of the GaleShapley algorithm). Until a stable marriage is reached, some real man will be
free. So, after n2 rounds, real men will have made at least n2 proposals and,
thus, the algorithm outputs a stable marriage. The minimal number of rounds
required for correctness is less, but is Ω(n2 ) (see Appendix A).
3.3

Our new variant of Gale-Shapley

Here, we describe our variant of Gale-Shapley which improves on the complexity of Golle’s variant by a factor of n and which also has nice properties for
designing a private matching protocol.
Once again, as with Gale-Shapley’s algorithm, there are n real men and n
real women with their corresponding preference lists. We add n fake men and
n fake women to this setting (note that Golle’s variant did not include fake
women). Thus, we have: real men {A1 , . . . , An }, fake men {An+1 , . . . , A2n },
real women {B1 , . . . , Bn }, and fake women {Bn+1 , . . . , B2n }. Preference lists
are adjusted in the following way.
Preference lists
Real men
( [actual preference list], [Bn+2 , . . . , B2n , in any order] )
Fake men ( [Bn+2 , . . . , B2n , in any order], Bn+1 , [B1 , . . . , Bn , in any order] )
Real women ( [actual preference list], [An+1 , . . . , A2n , in any order] )
Fake women ( [An+1 , . . . , A2n , in any order], [A1 , . . . , An , in any order] )

As before, set Fk contains the free men in round k. The algorithm works as
follows.
Initialization:
- F1 = {A1 } (man A1 is free).
- {A2 , . . . , An } are engaged to {Bn+2 , . . . , B2n }, respectively.
- {An+1 , . . . , A2n } are engaged to {B1 , . . . , Bn }, respectively.
For k = 1 to R:
- The free man A in Fk proposes to B, the next woman in his preference list to whom he has not yet proposed.
- Let A0 denote the man to whom B is already engaged.
* If B ranks A higher than A0 , she breaks her engagement to A0
and becomes engaged to A. Let Fk+1 = {A0 }.
* If B ranks A lower than A0 , she stays engaged to A0 . Let Fk+1 =
{A}.
Note that in each iteration, exactly one proposal is made. The number of
free men in each round is |Fk | = 1. As we will show next, the above algorithm
reaches a stable matching in at most 2n2 iterations. In the matching reached, all
the real men are engaged to real women and all the fake men to fake women.
Claim. Once a fake man proposes to fake woman Bn+1 , we have reached a
stable matching. In this stable matching, real men are engaged to real women
and fake men are engaged to fake women.
Proof. Note that woman Bn+1 is the nth preference of all the fake men. Therefore, when a fake man proposes to Bn+1 , he has already proposed to the other
n − 1 fake women in his list and has been rejected by them at some point during
the execution of the protocol. This implies that all the other n − 1 fake women
were or became engaged to other fake men (fake women rank fake men higher
than real men). This, in turn, implies that all the real women are engaged to real
men.
The argument for having reached a stable matching is similar to the one for
the original Gale-Shapley algorithm. Particularly, lets assume that real man A
prefers woman B to woman B 0 , to whom he is engaged. Then, B must have
rejected A at some point during the execution. But, this implies that B was or
became engaged to a man she prefers to A. So B cannot prefer A to her current
match. This further implies that there are no unstable matches.

It is easy to verify that before 2n2 proposals, at least one fake man will
have proposed to Bn+1 . Therefore, based on the above claim, we reach a stable
matching in at most R = 2n2 steps.
For the secure implementation of the above algorithm, it is useful to run the
algorithm for the same number of rounds for all inputs (e.g. R = 2n2 ). This
will help us avoid leaking the number of proposals necessary to reach a stable
matching for a specific input. But, note that in the above algorithm, once a fake
man proposes to woman Bn+1 , no free man will remain and the algorithm has
to end. A simple fix is to add an extra fake man A2n+1 , and initially let him
be engaged to woman Bn+1 . The algorithm runs exactly as before and once a
fake man proposes to woman Bn+1 , the same claims as above are true. The only
advantage is that we will always have a free man who will propose next. This is
a useful invariant for the secure implementation we give in Section 4.2.

4

Privacy preserving Stable Marriage Protocols

In this section, we present the privacy preserving implementation of the two
Gale-Shapley variants presented earlier: one for Golle’s (modified) variant in
Section 4.1, and one for our new variant in Section 4.2.
4.1

Privacy preserving protocol for Golle’s variant of Gale-Shapley

In this section, we briefly present the implementation of Golle’s (modified) variant of Gale-Shapley as a private stable matching protocol. This section will also
provide a basis for comparison with the secure variant in Section 4.2.
Protocols for the implementation. The following are used in the secure implementation of Golle’s variant given at the end of this section. Many will be of
use later, in Section 4.2. Slight modifications to some protocols were necessary
due to the observations from Section 3.2.
Notation. Let ri,j ∈ {0, . . . , n−1} be the rank given to real woman Bj by man
Ai . Let sj,i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} be the rank given to real man Ai by woman Bj .
Our convention is that the highest possible rank is 0, and the lowest is n − 1.
Bids. Define the (free) bid for man Ai as Wi = hE(i), ai , vi , qi , E(ρ)i, where
ai = (E(ri,1 ), . . . , E(ri,n )), qi = (E(s1,i ), . . . , E(sn,i )), and vi = (E(1), . . . , E(n)).
Initially, ρ = 0.

Engaged Bids. The engaged bid hWi , E(j), E(sj,i )i denotes that man Ai is
engaged to woman Bj . Let Fk and Ek denote the sets of free and engaged bids
in round k of the algorithm, respectively. When we mix the bids, the t matching
authorities mix each of these sets separately.
Input submission and Initialization. Each man Ai initially sends his preference list hE(r1,i ), . . . , E(rn,i )i and each woman Bj sends her list hE(sj,1 ), . . . , E(sj,n )i
to the matching authorities. The matching authorities jointly create the preferences for the fake men An+1 , . . . , A2n and augment the women’s preference lists with the fake men. The matching authorities generate the 2n bids
for A1 , . . . , A2n and the n engaged bids to denote the engagement of An+j to
woman Bj . We add the n engaged bids to E1 , and the n free bids to F1 .
Breaking an engagement. Let hWi , E(j), E(sj,i )i be an engaged bid. We
break this engagement by discarding E(j), E(sj,i ) and keeping Wi . We also
“safely” update E(ρ) by incrementing it by the value 1 − b, where E(b) =
EEQTEST(E(ρ), E(n − 1)), using Paillier’s additive homomorphism (ie, we
multiply E(ρ) by E(1)/E(b)). That is, we obliviously increment the next desired rank ρ when it is less than n − 1 and, otherwise, we do not. This is a
modification from the presentation in [12]. If we did not increment safely, the
new n2 loop bound generates the possibility that we may increment some man’s
ρ more than n times which would lead, in a sense, to a pointer error.
Find a conflicting bid. Given a newly created engaged bid hWi , E(j), E(sj,i )i
there will be exactly one existing engaged bid that conflicts. That is, there is
some engaged bid hWi0 , E(j 0 ), E(sj 0 ,i0 )i ∈ Ek where j = j 0 . We can find this
by preparing the set {E(j 0 ) | hWi0 , E(j 0 ), E(sj 0 ,i0 )i ∈ Ek }, mixing the n ciphertexts in this set, and then performing n parallel instances of EQTEST(E(j), E(j 0 ))
for each E(j 0 ) in the mixed set.
Resolve a conflict. Given two random conflicting engaged bids, hWi , E(j), E(sj,i )i
and hWi0 , E(j), E(sj,i0 )i, we determine the “winner” and “loser” of the conflict
by doing the following. Jointly compute b = COMPARE(E(sj,i ), E(sj,i0 )). If
b = 1 then woman j prefers man i0 over man i and, thus, we call the first engaged bid the “loser.” Otherwise, we call the second engaged bid the “loser.” We
call the remaining bid the “winner.”
Summary of the privacy preserving implementation The following algorithm, with R = n2 , summarizes the secure implementation of Golle’s variant

of Gale-Shapley. How to process the submitted inputs, initialize the data structures, find a conflicting bid, resolve the conflict, and break an engagement are
explained in Section 4.1. We have, however, omitted the details of some steps,
such as internal bid mixing, opening a bid , and some others. We refer the reader
to Golle’s paper [12] for those details we have omitted.
Briefly, when a bid Wi is “opened,” the matching authorities jointly determine E(j) (the woman at rank ρ on man Ai ’s preference list) and her preference
E(sj,i ) for Ai , without learning anything about ρ, j or i.
Input submission and Initialization
For k = 1 to R:
While Fk is non-empty:
1. Randomly select a bid Wi from Fk .
2. Open Wi to recover E(j), E(sj,i )
3. Form the engaged bid hWi , E(j), E(sj,i )i
4. Find the conflicting engaged bid, hWi0 , Ej, E(sj,i0 )i
5. Mix these two engaged bids
6. Resolve the conflict to find the “winner” and “loser”
7. Break the engagement for the loser and add this free bid to Fk+1
8. Add the winner to Ek
9. Mix all the bids, and perform internal bid mixing
10. If Fk is empty, let Ek+1 = Ek
Announce stable marriage
At step k = n2 , all data is discarded, save the ciphertext pairs (E(i), E(j))
from each engaged bid in En2 . These are (publicly or privately) announced to
each participant.
Complexity analysis. The work and communication complexity is dominated
by running the 3 re-encryption mix networks in steps 4, 5, and 9 — specifically, the mixnet in step 9. This re-encryption mix network is run on 2n bids,
n times each round (since |Fk | = n at the start of each round). Furthermore,
each bid contains O(n) ciphertexts. Thus, each of the t authorities does O(n5 )
total work. The total communication complexity is O(tn5 ) ciphertexts. This
differs from Golle’s O(n3 ) analysis in [12], which claims the bid size to be constant, claims R = n instead of R = n2 , and omits t as a factor impacting the
number of messages passed. For similar reasons, the round complexity is now
O(n3 polylog(n)), instead of O(n2 polylog(n)) as claimed in [12].

Claim. The protocol of Section 4.1 is a private stable matching protocol, assuming Paillier encryption is semantically secure and the underlying re-encryption
mix network is private. When t matching authorities participate, the protocol’s
total communication complexity is O(tn5 ) ciphertexts. This claim replaces Propositions 2 and 3 of [12].
Proof (sketch). The correctness of the algorithm from Claim 3.2 shows the protocol outputs a stable matching. To show the protocol is private, we direct the
reader to the proof sketch of Proposition 3 in [12]; our modifications to the
protocol do not impact the proof that a passive adversary learns no additional
information during the protocol’s execution. The complexity analysis is shown
above.
4.2

Privacy preserving protocol for our new variant of Gale-Shapley

To implement our new variant of Gale-Shapley securely, we must modify the
initialization procedure of Golle’s secure protocol to accommodate the addition of fake women. Furthermore, we present a new procedure to open a bid
with the aid of a database that holds the participants’ encrypted preference lists.
By removing the preference lists from the bids themselves, we make our bids
constant-sized. Now, we define a bid Wi for man Ai as hE(i), E(ρ)i. We assume
one of the t matching authorities plays the role of the database.
Protocols for the implementation. From Section 4.1, the definition for an engaged bid and the procedures for finding a conflict, breaking an engagement,
and resolving a conflict remain the same for the secure implementation of the
new variant of Gale-Shapley given at the end of this section. The following procedures are also used.
Input submission. As before, each woman sends her preference list qi . Similarly, each man submits a vector ai , but the vector encodes his preference
list in a new way. Now, man Ai defines ai = (E(ai,1 ), . . . , E(ai,n )), where
ai,j ∈ {1, . . . , n} is the index of the woman to whom he has given rank j − 1.
Initialization. The matching authorities generate the free bid for man A1 and
the engaged bids for man Ai , for i 6= 1. The preference lists for the n + 1
fake men and n fake women are generated, and the preference lists for the real
men and women are augmented, according to the rules above. Let one matching
authority collect and organize these lists, and call this authority the database δ.
Let δ = [(a1 , q1 ), . . . , (a2n , q2n )]. Thus δ[4n(i − 1) + (j − 1)] = E(ai,j ) and
δ[4n(i − 1) + (j − 1) + 2n] = E(sj,i ), for i, j ≤ 2n.

Open a bid. Given a free bid hE(i), E(ρ)i, we must recover E(j) (the encrypted index of the woman at rank ρ on man Ai ’s preference list) and E(sj,i ).
It happens that E(j) is located at δ[4n(i − 1) + (ρ − 1)] and E(sj,i ) is located
at δ[4n(i − 1) + (j − 1) + 2n]. We can calculate E(4n(i − 1) + ρ − 1) using the
Paillier additive homomorphism, given E(i) and E(ρ). We can recover E(j) by
accessing the database at this secret index, using the protocols below. Similarly,
given E(j) we can calculate E(4n(i − 1) + (j − 1) + 2n) and, again, recover
E(sj,i ) by accessing the database at this secret index.

Access the database at a secret index. Given E(x), we can generate a series
of indices b1 , . . . , b` which singulate the element at index x using the index
conversion procedure below, without learning anything about index x. Then let
y = SPIRδm (b1 , . . . , b` ). We jointly decrypt y, ` times, to recover δ[x].√For the
values of m and ` indicated
√ in Section 2.3, this joint decryption takes O( log n)
O( log n) i
rounds, passing a 2
/2 size message between t authorities on round
i, yielding a total communication complexity of o(tn). After this procedure,
the entire database should re-encrypt all of√its entries. The total computational
complexity of this database access is O(n2 log n).

Secure index conversion. Given E(x), we can securely calculate the indices
b1 , . . . , b` that are used as input to the protocol SPIRδm . Recall that bk =
(bk,1 , . . . , bk,m ) is the encryption of an m-length bit-string of Hamming weight
1, selecting the appropriate item from each m sized bucket at step k. If we consider the buckets to be arranged consecutively (the first m elements in the first
bucket, and so on) then bk,j = E(ck,j ) where
?

ck,j = (x mod mk = (j − 1)mk−1 +

k−1
m
XX

(i − 1)ch,i mh−1 )

h=1 i=1

Thus, bk can be calculated using MOD, EEQTEST, and the vectors bj for
j < k calculated in earlier rounds. Each round, this procedure takes polylog
work
√ with polylog communication complexity. The procedure ends after ` =
O( log n) rounds.

Full privacy preserving implementation The secure implementation of our
new variant of Gale-Shapley is assembled using the protocols indicated above,
according to the algorithm below.

Input submission and Initialization
For k = 1 to 2n2 :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Select the single free bid Wi from Fk .
Open Wi to recover E(j), E(sj,i )
Form the engaged bid hWi , E(j), E(sj,i )i
Find the conflicting engaged bid, hWi0 , Ej, E(sj,i0 )i
Mix these two engaged bids
Resolve the conflict to find the “winner” and “loser”
Break the engagement for the loser and add this free bid to Fk+1
Add the winner to Ek
Mix the engaged bids
Let Ek+1 = Ek

Announce stable marriage
Complexity analysis. As in Golle’s, the communication complexity here is
dominated by the re-encryption mix networks run in steps 4, 5, and 9 — specifically, the mixnets run in steps 4 and 9. These mixnets runs on O(n) ciphertexts each round. The total communication complexity is O(tn3 ). Accessing
the database, however, dominates the computational
cost, when t ≤ n. Each
√
2
step k, the database√access takes O(n log n) work. The total computational
complexity is O(n4 log n). The round complexity is O(n2 polylog(n)).
Claim. The algorithm of Section 4.2 is a private stable matching protocol, assuming Paillier encryption is semantically secure and the underlying re-encryption
mix network is private.
We note the above claim can be proven by a hybrid argument similar to
that of the proof of Proposition 3 in [12], or using the composition theorems
mentioned in Section 2.2. Due to length constraints (and the lack of novelty in
applying either of these proof techniques), we omit a full proof.
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An efficient private stable matching protocol for t = 2 MAs

In this section, we take a closer look at the case where there are only two
Matching Authorities (MAs). We design a secure protocol for this case with
O(n2 polylog(n)) communication complexity. This is a factor of n more efficient than our protocols for the general case. We generalize this protocol for the
setting with multiple pairs of MAs in Appendix B.
We base our secure implementation on our variant of Gale-Shapley from
Section 3.3. To do so, we use rather different techniques from those we used in

the general case. As before, each participant sends shares of his/her input to the
two MAs. The rest of the protocol is performed by the two MAs without help
from the participants. The final matching is then revealed to the participants.
Before we proceed with the details of the protocol, let us define the data structures that are shared by the MAs. For simplicity, in what follows we label men
and women using only their index.
A[i][j] = ai,j ,
the identity of the woman ranked j − 1 by man Ai .
B[j][i] = sj,i + 1, where sj,i ∈ [0, n − 1] is the rank given to man Ai by woman Bj .
P [i] = ρi + 1,
where ρi ∈ [0, n − 1] is the rank of the woman
to whom man Ai will propose next.
E[j] ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the identity of the man engaged to woman Bj .
Using the above data structures, we can rewrite our variant of the GaleShapley algorithm (from Section 3.3), after the initialization stage, as follows.
For k = 1 to 2n2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Remove i from Fk
Let p = P [i]
Let j = A[i][p] (the index of the woman to whom Ai proposes)
Let i0 = E[j] (the index of the man currently engaged to her)
Let sj,i = B[j][i] and sj,i0 = B[j][i0 ] (her rankings for Ai and Ai0 )
If sj,i0 > sj,i , then swap the labels i, i0
E[j] ← i0 (store the “winner” as her husband)
p0 = P [i]
P [i] ← p0 + 1 (increment the “loser”)
Fk+1 = {i} (free the “loser”)

At the end of the protocol, E[j] stores the index of the man to whom woman
Bj is married. The MAs can privately (or publicly) announce to each participant
shares of his/her partner. Now, we explain how to implement the above algorithm securely. Note that all the data structures and intermediate values in the
algorithm are shared between the two MAs. To be compatible with the private
table access primitives we use, we employ a simple XOR sharing scheme: to
share a k-bit integer a between the MAs, a participant sends a random k-bit r to
one MA and sends a ⊕ r to the other MA.
In steps 2–5 and 7–9, MAs need to privately read and write to a table. We
can use the techniques of Naor and Nissim [21] to implement these steps securely (see Section 2.3 for more detail), with O(polylog(n)) communication.
We can do step 6 (compare two integers and potentially swapping them) and

step 9 (computing shares of ρ + 1 from shares of ρ) by switching to Yao’s
garbled circuit protocol and then switching back to the initial setting (see Section 2.3 for more detail). The circuit for performing such computations is of size
O(polylog(n)). This leads to a protocol with O(n2 polylog(n)) communication
between the MAs.
According to the composition theorems with respect to passive adversaries
(see Section 2.2), the above protocol is privacy-preserving as long as the underlying subprotocols (private table read/write protocols and Yao’s garbled circuit
protocol) are secure against passive adversaries.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, we have given new protocols (and new analyses) for stable matching with security against a passive adversary. Our protocols can be adapted to
provide security against an active adversary using standard compilation techniques [11, 10]. An interesting open question is to gain some protection against
malicious faults without a huge increase in communication complexity. One intriguing possibility along these lines would be to exploit a kind of “double entry
bookkeeping” in our variant of Gale-Shapley. If all women rank the fake man
A2n+1 last, then the protocol outputs a stable marriage among the n real men
and n real women, and among the n fake men and n fake women. By examining the fake marriages and the preference lists of the fake players, evidence of
misbehavior might be suggested (e.g., if the fake marriages are not stable).
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A

A case where [12] requires more than n iterations

Here we give an example input for which Golle’s variant of Gale-Shapley requires Ω(n2 ) iterations of the main loop to reach a stable matching. Consider
the following preference lists for the real men and women (the preference lists
of the n fake men are as indicated in [12]):

A1 [1, 2, . . . , n − 1, n]
A2 [2, 3, . . . , 1, n]
...
An−1 [n − 1, 1, . . . , n − 2, n]
An [1, 2, . . . , n − 1, n]

B1 [2, 3, . . . , n, 1]
B2 [3, 4, . . . , 1, 2]
...
Bn−1 [n, 1, . . . , n − 2, n − 1]
Bn [1, 2, . . . , n − 1, n]

After the first iteration of the main loop, n − 1 real men are engaged and 1 real
man remains free. This implies that F2 will include n − 1 fake men. In the next
n2 − 2n + 2 iterations, one real man will get engaged and another will become
free. In other words, for 2 ≤ k ≤ n2 − 2n + 2, only one real man will propose
in each iteration and all the other proposals are made by fake men. Thus, Ω(n2 )
iterations of the main loop is necessary to reach a stable matching.

B

A generalization of Section 5 to multiple pairs of MAs

We briefly describe a simple way of generalizing the protocol for the case of
two matching authorities to a communication network with an arbitrary number
of pairs of authorities.
Setting. We will have t = 2t0 MAs. The MAs are paired up such that there
are t0 pairs. Each participant (man or woman) is assigned to exactly one pair of
MAs. This assignment can be chosen by the participants, by the MAs, or can
be a predetermined assignment. A participant sends shares of his/her preference
list to the pair to whom he/she is assigned, and no others. We assume that the
assignments are publicly revealed, or are at least known to all the MAs.
The data structures A[ ][ ], B[ ][ ], E[ ], P [ ] are split between the pairs such
that each pair only holds shares of the portion of each data structure corresponding to the participants assigned to him. The exception is the free man in Fk . The
index of this free man is shared between the t MAs, so that each MA has a share.
Hence, we have two different types of sharing: one between a pair of MAs, and
one between all t MAs. We can use XOR sharing for both cases. We also add
special dummy locations to each data structure. For instance, we add the dummy
row A[2n + 2][ ] to matrix A. Similarly, we add B[2n + 2][ ], E[2n + 2], and
P [2n + 2] as dummy locations. The value stored in these dummy locations is 0,
and will stay 0 throughout the protocol.
Secure Implementation. Consider the algorithm described in Section 5. We
will show how to perform the steps of this algorithm securely, using a communication network made of t0 pairs of MAs:
In Step 1, each MAs removes her share of the element i in Fk . MAs securely
compute a multiparty circuit that takes the t shares of i as input and computes

the t shares as the output. The circuit returns shares of the value (2n + 2) for
t0 − 1 pairs of MAs, and returns shares of the adjusted index1 of i for the two
MAs who were assigned the man Ai . A similar circuit protocol is run at the end
of steps 2–4 and 8, to return shares of the adjusted index for the following step.
In steps 2–5 and 8, each pair of MAs will try to read from their portion of
the data structure using the shares of the adjusted index they received as part of a
multiparty circuit protocol. Only one pair will return shares of the actual value,
while all the other pairs will return shares of 0 (which they obliviously read from
a dummy location). This requires O(polylog(n)) communication between each
pair of MAs using the private table read protocol, leading to a communication
complexity of O(tpolylog(n)).
In steps 7 and 9, each pair will try to write to their local data structure. Only
one pair will write a correct value to its actual location. All other pairs will
write 0, to a dummy location. Similar to the read operation, this also requires
O(tpolylog(n)) communication.
In step 6 and 9, the t MAs need to jointly compute a circuit on their inputs.
All the circuits computed throughout the protocol have size O(tpolylog(n))
gates. We can use the techniques of [2] (a generalization of Yao’s garbled circuit
to the multiparty setting) to implement these circuits securely. This requires
O(t2 polylog(n)) communication for each circuit implemented, and leads to a
total communication complexity of O(t2 n2 polylog(n)) among the MAs for the
whole protocol.
We do not study the adversarial structure for this communication network,
but would like mention that this generalization has the following advantages
over the 2-MA case. (1) The computation is now distributed among the t MAs
instead of only 2 MAs and (2) even if a pair of MAs collude, they only learn a
portion of private data as opposed to all of it.
We claim that there may be many practical situations where a participant
trusts at least 1 MA. Consider the application of matching medical residents
and hospitals. Many universities have non-disclosure policies for their students’
private records. Medical students might, then, be able to absolutely trust their
campus matching authority with secrets, but have no reason to trust the matching
authority representing the hospitals, the other medical schools, or some outside
party. Thus, a model where a participant is able to consistently pairwise-share
her inputs with an MA she trusts is very useful, especially when it means work
and communication savings.

1

The reason for adjusting the index is that each pair only holds portions of the data structure.
Note that it is publicly known which portion each pair is holding.

